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Financial Markets

Not much to report back on this morning other than the modest 

rebound in the USD that helped push most currencies onto the back 

foot. It appears to be a hangover from last week’s higher producer and 

consumer prices and speculation that the Fed will remain conservative 

for longer with US monetary policy. For the ZAR, it remains a 

passenger along for the ride, with the USD dominating direction. 

Investors are not interested in adopting any clear direction ahead of 

the budget scheduled for Wed.

 In the global bond markets, US Treasury futures are holding their 

decline from last week, with cash trading closed yesterday for 

President’s Day in the US. The closure of the world’s most-traded 

bond market meant that trading in others was fairly light, with Bunds 

and Gilts all seeing moves of less than 1bp on the session. Both these 

curves bull steepened marginally as traders increased their bets of 

policy easing once again, albeit by a small amount. For the day ahead, 

this tight trading may continue as the global data card is fairly light, 

with the most prominent release being the US leading indicators for 

January. While the data is important and shows the underlying strain 

the US economy is beginning to experience, the figures typically aren’t 

market-moving. 

Note that the usual Tuesday auction takes place locally today. 

Botswana will be offering up BWP13bn in 7-day certificates. 
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given with respect to their accuracy or completeness, and they may change without notice. Access Bank on its own behalf and on behalf of its affiliates, including ETM Analytics, disclaims any and all liability relating to 
these materials, including, without limitation, any express or implied representations or warranties for statements or errors contained in, or omissions from, these materials. 
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DOMESTIC AND REGIONAL NEWS
Lucara and HB Antwerp resume ties

Lucara Diamond has revived a gem sales agreement with polishing and trading company HB Antwerp five months 

after severing ties with the Belgian company. Recall that in September 2023, Lucara terminated its relationship with 

HB Antwerp due to what it said was a material breach of financial commitments. The resumption of the agreement 

will see Lucara supply the Belgian firm with rough diamonds of 10.8 carats and above for ten years from last 

December. The mining company said the purchase price for rough stones in its revised deal would be based on 

mutual agreement of the estimated value of polished diamonds, with a further payment based on actual achieved 

polished sales. Lucara Chief Executive William Lamb noted that partnership reflects a commitment to ensuring 

stability and sustainability in their operations. 

GLOBAL NEWS
China cuts key rate to support ailing property sector 

China's central bank has cut the country's benchmark five-year loan prime rate for the first time since June in an 

effort to boost the sluggish property market. The one-year loan prime rate remains unchanged at 3.45%, but the 

five-year rate, which affects most mortgages, was reduced by 25 basis points to 3.95%. This cut was larger than 

expected and signals a positive move to lower funding costs for homebuyers. Analysts view it as a sign of the 

government's efforts to support market participants and ensure the health of banks. The loan prime rates are 

determined monthly based on submissions from commercial lenders to the People's Bank of China.
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